
The Cabri is making its debut in 2012 in the 
Czech Republic :  
 
Jan Krcil, Lion Helicopters SRO CEO and 
Chief-pilot  proudly took delivery of their first 
unit in February.  
 

New deliveries of Cabri in 2011 to Australia, 
New-Zealand, Germany, Switzerland and United 
Kingdom increased the Cabri fleet to 30 helicop-
ters that are flying in 12 countries. 
The symbolic 10,000th flight hour milestone will 
be reached in the weeks to come. 
 

Since the beginning of 2012, Cabri helicopters 
were delivered or awaiting delivery to the follo-
wing new countries: Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Latvia and Hong-Kong. 
 

Cabri success is confirmed in Germany: Heli-
Aviation (Augsburg), our leading operator, has 
logged more than 2000 flight hours with their 6 
aircraft. We are proud to celebrate with them the 
1000 flight hours, in 20 months, of their first 
Cabri, S/N 1009. 

 

Newsletter N° 6  –  March 2012 

The past months since our last newsletter have seen much news at Guimbal and our user community. We are happy 
to share them with you in this new issue in a renewed, more complete form. 

Cotswold Helicopters, distributor of the Cabri 
in the UK, has actively started to deliver 
training on their first machine.  
Dozens of pilots have already booked their 
type rating. 
 
The Cabri S/N 1028 (photo) will be joined by a 
second one this spring. 

Jan Krcil is handed-over the keys by Bruno Guimbal. 
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   News from the fleet 



A new LED headlight is now available as an option on 
new Cabri and for an easy retrofit on existing ones.  
It provides wider beam, much higher brightness with elec-
trical drain cut by half and an incomparable life cycle in 
excess of 5000 hours ! 
  

It can therefore be used as a full-time anti-collision light, 
day and night. 

 

An elegant fire extinguisher leather pouch is available as 
an option and for retrofit. 
 

A fire extinguisher is required by the operational regulation in 
many countries. 

The new adjustable pedals are now standard on the  
pilot side, and an option on the copilot side. 
 
Thanks to this highly-praised improvement, it was 
possible to increase the maximum distance to the 
pedals by 5 cm for the tallest pilots’ comfort, while  the 
minimum distance was reduced to fit the shorter ones. 
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The pop-out floats are now in service.  
 
Fully certified by the EASA, this major and innovative 
optional equipment has no equivalent in the category.  
 
About half the aircraft produced are now pre-equipped, 
in order to make their retrofit quick and easy if needed 
later-on. 

A breakthrough : the 
Cabri will very soon be 
certified to operate 
totally or partially on  
 

98 unleaded mogas ! 
 
 

Flight tests proved that 
the performance and operation are 
unaffected. No changes are required to the 
helicopter. 

Already certified for operation without 
external battery, in temperatures as low as 
-20°C, the Cabri will soon be certified for 
flight in falling and recirculating snow. 
 

Flight tests conducted this winter have 
proven a very safe behavior. 

   New equipment 
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   The latest avionics available   

Four new state-of-the-art equipment items now complete the large choice of  
avionics available for the Cabri.  

Whether you need a certified GPS, a dual COM installation or a large moving-map,  
for day or night-VFR, there is a configuration to fit your mission. 

The TwinScreen navigation display offers a 
bright 6.4in moving map display, perfectly  
complementing Cabri instrument panel. 
 

The GPS navigator is controlled by a 
Trackball, ideally located under the pilot’s  
and copilot’s hand. 
 

Different GPS navigaton applications can be 
installed, including the full-featured SkyDemon, 
which is very clear and user-friendly. 

To address the immense success of the iPad in 
cockpits, we have developed the FlyPad ® dock for 
the Cabri. This stylish device combines unique 
innovative features: landscape/portrait orientation, 
instant folding, safe locking, etc. 

It has an internal fast recharge dock for the iPad  
which can also be used to charge an iPhone. 

The FlyPad ® may be installed on the 
pilot side and on the copilot side. 

The latest from the leader, the all-new  Garmin  
GPS/COM/NAV units are now available for the Cabri : 

• GTN 750 - 175 mm screen (photo) 

• GTN 650 - 124 mm screen 
 
These combine sunlight-visible touchscreens and  
advanced graphics with multiple functions.  
They are certified as primary navigation means. 
 
Both units fit perfectly into the Cabri flight panel, in  
direct visibility and easy reach of both the pilot and the 
copilot. 

Learn more...  

 

www.guimbal.com 



HELICOPTERES GUIMBAL   -  S.A.S. au capital de 582 706 € 
Aérodrome d’Aix-en-Provence  -   1070, rue lieutenant Parayre  -  13290 LES MILLES  -   FRANCE 

Tél. 33 (0)4.42.39.10.80   -   Fax  33 (0)4.42.39.10.82   -   infos@guimbal.com 

 

The youngest German pilot  
trained on the Cabri ! 

 
With a passion for aviation and certainly inspired 
by the flight school his dad was running,  
Tony Iberler was attracted to helicopters in his 
early teens and started flying when he was 16. 
 

Trained on the Cabri that he loves, he obtained 
his license on his 17th birthday.  Bravo Tony ! 
 

He’s thus the youngest German helicopter pilot 
and… the youngest Cabri pilot.  

PHOTO 

Helicopteres Guimbal in a few numbers….  

����    30 helicopters in service   ����  10 distributors on 2 continents   ����    the Cabri flies in 12 countries 
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Olivier Gensse, the Cabri program test pilot, treated the Gap 
airshow public with an impressive flight demo, showing-off 
Cabri’s exceptional manoeuverability. 
 

He was flying the S/N 1012, one of the two Heli-Challenge  
Cabri’s. This renowned operator based in Gap, Southern 
Alps, France, operates a fleet of various types, on the main-
land and overseas. 
 

Don’t miss this breathtaking demo, available on  
 

www.guimbal.com  ( gallery / video ) 
 or 

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbH76WwjohM 

Did you see this ? 

Helicopteres Guimbal  will 
participate at the 20th aero 

exhibition in Friedrichshafen, 
Aero 2012,  

from April 18th to 21st 
 

We’ll be happy to welcome you at our stand in 
the helicopter hall where you can see several 
helicopters on static display with most of the  
new features installed. 
 

This year’s show should be a great one ! 
We are looking forward to see you there. 

 

   Short news... 
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